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EXPLORE THE MAGICAL PATH OF THE CHAMELEON. Within this tome are the secret

instructional papers of a modern Golden Dawn order. The first half of the book contains an

advanced exegesis of the Neophyte Ceremony using Lurianic Kabbalah, Freemasonry, modern

Wicca and Greek mythology. The second half includes the author's own application of the same

magical formulae in his personal rituals. Among these are an example of his fusion of evocation and

classical statue Theurgy, a careful interpretation and re-contextualisation of the Adept invisibility

formula with new advanced visualizations, a Shamanic-style transformation ritual, and a higher

genius or "higher self" working that the author personally conducted over many years.
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"Adept Magic in the Golden Dawn Tradition by Frater YShY is a fine addition to the corpus of work

that is being created by twenty-first century adepts. ... The author's 'Zeta Documents' are built upon

the foundational Z-documents of the original order; their study cannot help but enrich the experience

of modern practitioners."-- Chic Cicero & Sandra Tabatha CiceroChief Adepts of the Hermetic Order

of the Golden DawnAuthors of The Essential Golden Dawn"This text will stand for years to come as

an example par excellence of the work that should be undertaken by every individual Adept of the

Golden Dawn Tradition. Every Adept should have this book in their library."-- Aaron LeitchSenior

Adept of the Hermetic Order of the Golden DawnAuthor of The Essential Enochian Grimoire"Adept

Magic in the Golden Dawn Tradition is the sort of hard teaching that anyone who follows this



tradition needs to know and contemplate if they are going to understand the Mysteries of the Magic

of Light. Beginners need to read it to begin to understand the depth of the path on which they are

treading. This book is proof that the Golden Dawn tradition is still a largely uncharted region with

many more discoveries to be made."-- Nick FarrellChief Adept of the Magical Order of Aurora

AureaAuthor of Magical Imagination: The Keys to Magic"Even after nearly twenty years of working

through the teachings and material of the Golden Dawn Tradition, I was and continue to be

astounded by the nature of the work presented here. This is the sort of thing that proves beyond any

shadow of a doubt that the Golden Dawn Tradition is a living, growing, breathing magical and

spiritual tradition."-- Samuel ScarboroughSenior Adept of the Ordo Stella Matutina

EXPLORE THE MAGICAL PATH OF THE CHAMELEON. Within this tome are the secret

instructional papers of a modern Golden Dawn order. The first half of the book contains an

advanced exegesis of the Neophyte Ceremony using Lurianic Kabbalah, Freemasonry, modern

Wicca and Greek mythology. The second half includes the author's own application of the same

magical formulae in his personal rituals. Among these are an example of his fusion of evocation and

classical statue Theurgy, a careful interpretation and re-contextualisation of the Adept invisibility

formula with new advanced visualizations, a Shamanic-style transformation ritual, and a higher

genius or "higher self" working that the author personally conducted over many years.

When it comes to Golden Dawn magic there are very few books that may give you a hint on what is

the work of the Adept other than path workings in the Tree of Life leading to and beyond Tiphareth.

This is en excellent book to anyone who is willing to go the extra mile beyond the Middle Pillar

Exercise and various pentagram and hexagram rituals. Well researched with coherent explanations

of the Order symbology and clear examples of the possibilities that await those who actually took

the time to do the preliminary work in the Outer. The rituals given are worth exploring and explained

clearly enough to follow through. I recommend this one to anyone interested in the western mystery

tradition.

Most excellent modern work on the Z documents. Highly recommended for Golden Dawn

Practioners.or anyone who wants to study the mind of a true ceremonial magician.

This book is absolutely amazing! Gives you a great understanding of Golden Dawn Magic system.

Highly recommend.



Very well done! A good addition to the corpus of GD material!

A great book written by someone with considerable experience.

This book's been written by somebody firmly "in the know" when it comes to occultism and the

Hermetic Golden Dawn tradition. Adept Magic in the Golden Dawn Tradition picks up where many

introductory books conclude, and gives the creative and inquisitive magician a theoretical and

practical means to take their ritual work to the next level. Of course, one needs a bit of experience to

connect the gaps in the classical GD literature and see exactly how it all transfers over into Adept

Magic, but it's a natural progression and I wouldn't say an impossible gap to cross whatsoever.As

this book already says, it's been written by someone who's had a lot of first-hand experience and

has done his fair share of experimentation to discover the ins and outs of their minds. This book is a

practical guide to the system that has been developed by the GD, and to any aspiring adept I'd

recommend it as an object of study and practice to see how others have gone before into this work.

Every entryway into the world beyond has its own caveats and difficulties, and having another's

experience to guide you through some of it is invaluable. As such, this book is an invaluable tool to

anybody looking to further their progression along the path.I wouldn't say there's anything lacking

from this book  it's an outflowing of both generosity and knowledge from one mind to many

others. To have books like these out there is a service to many seekers and practitioners, as it

wasn't that way when I was out and about, and so for occult books, Adept Magic raises the bar by

its clarity of exposition and straightforwardness.

Outside of the Golden Dawn tradition this book will appear almost meaningless, but if you are a

student of the Golden Dawn tradition, are familiar with the Temple in the 0=0, or have studied the

Z-documents, this book is for you.I have just finished reading Adept Magic by Frater YShY cover to

cover for the second time. This is not a book that reviews old material. My mind has been

repeatedly blown by the waterfall of insights and information that pour out of this book. My Temple

looks and operates radically different now.If you are a serious student of the Golden Dawn tradition

you need to have this book in your library.

This book offers great insights into the "z" documents. It has differed from other commentaries in

that, the authors exegesis is profoundly researched, he offers his own insights on the matters, and it



stays true to the facts found in the "z" papers. I appreciate how this author gets to the point and

organizes his thoughts into headings. There is absolutely no fluff, each point is eloquently stated

and well thought out. Where I think this book shines is its comparisons to Freemasonry and pagan

ceremonies.
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